
Government College, Dalnan

Ref:-GC/DMN/CHEM/PUR/WDS/ ;2 9 'Lf
Date:':<3/ 02/ 2012

Quotation Notice

Quotation duly sealed and super scribed as "Quotation for Chemistry Lab. are
invited up to 1:00 p.m. on tJrl tJ3/2012 which shall be opened as far as possible on the
same day at 3:00 pm. For the supply of stores mentioned in the'scheduJe enclosed on
the following terms and conditions. -

PRINCIPAL,
'~ GOVERNMENTCOLLEGE!

DAMAN.

,

1. The rates quoted should be strictly F.O.R. destination. Quotation suppliers may
quote the rates for F. O. R. Vapi (W. Rly) only and shall have to bear the
transport charges from Vapi to government College Daman. No extra charge for
packing forwarding and insurance etc., shall be paid on the rates quoted.
Quotations received, which do not confirm shall be summarily rejected.

2. The rates quoted should remain valid and operative for a period of 180 days
from the date of opening of Quotation.

3. Only V.A.T as applicable shall be paid on the rates quoted.
4. The rates should be quoted only for the items specified in the schedule

and should be for the item of given specifications/mark/manufacturer.
As far as possible illustrated leaflets/catalogue should be enclosed with the
Quotations. Where speCification/mark/manufacturer is not specified the rates
should be quoted .only for standard quality. The decision of the undersigned for
equivalent of specifications/ mark/ manufacturer shall be final.

5. Samples of the stores asked for shall have to be produced within stipulated time
falling, which the Quotation for the said items shall be out rightly rejected.

6. T:le supplied of stores of inferior quality/standard or of different- sp2cifications
other than that ordered/ specified and / or incomplete or broken articles will not
be accepted. The supplier will have to replace the same and collect back the
rejected articles at his own cost and risk. In the event of any dispute the decision
of the undersigned shall be final and binding on suppliers.

7. Neither any advaAce payment shall be made nor shall condition for supply
against through bank be accepted.

8. Quotations received which do not confirm with the terms and condition will be
summarily rejected.

9. The item should have a warranty period as specified by the manufacturer with
free installation in the laboratory.

10. Right to accept the Quotation in full or in part or to reject any or ail the
Quotation without assigning any reason there of is reserved by the undersigned.

To

M/s _

"''1





GOVERNMENT COLLEGE, DAMAN

CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT

Description, specification and quantity of Water Distillation System with

Distillation Power Apparatus.

Description QuantitySpecification

WATER

01 Nos. with distillationBorosH

DISTILLATION

power supply apparatus
,.

SYSTEM Distillation

Units-Mono

Quartz,

panel

Mountedwith

Quartz

Condenser,

5Itr/hour,

PH6-7, .pyrogen
free,with

distillation power supplyapparatus, BOROSIL.

~\

Laboratory Assistant,
Chemistry Department,
Govt. College,
Daman.
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